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Embark on a 30-day journey to study the Scripture and embrace creativity. Jordan Lee of Soul
Scripts leads this guided devotional with love and encouragement for anyone who wants to connect
with the Bible, while Whitney Farnsworthâ€™s exquisite illustrations provide inspirational coloring
images to help you shape this journal into a work of beauty and devotion. Whether this is your latest
devotional or your first, this beautifully illustrated and enthusiastically guided daily journal invites you
to embrace a wholehearted connection, study, and engagement with the Word. . Check out
www.paigetate.com/free-prints for a free bonus! Paige Tate & Co. Begin your wonderful adventure
with this beautiful guided study of the Word: Wholehearted, a devotional journal by Jordan Lee and
Whitney Farnsworth! This devotional contains 30 days of guided study and adult coloring
illustrations, designed to encourage you to engage creatively and beautifully with the Scripture.
Illustration designs range in complexity from beginner to expert-level. Provides hours and hours of
stress relief, mindful calm, and fulfilling expression through inspirational Scripture lessons and
soothing patterns. Be bold, be beautiful, and be present throughout this 30-day devotional! Pages
Include the following (plus many more!): I am the vine you are the branches There is no
condemnation in Christ Jesus O Lord you have searched me and know me So that Christ may
dwell in your hearts through Faith She is far more precious than jewels He must increase but I
must decrease By grace you have been saved Rejoice in the Lord always Iron sharpens iron and
one man sharpens another We walk by faith not by sight Create in me a clean heart But godliness
with contentment is great gain Be still and know that I am God For my yoke is easy and my burden
is light My grace is sufficient for you Perfect if you are interested in the following: Christian
coloring books Bible coloring books 30 day devotionals Bible journaling Creative worship
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My review is of the standard paperback version of this book. As I have purchased and reviewed the
Premium version of other of this publishers books, I'm certain that the paper in the spiral-bound
version of the book is an improvement over what the paperback.This is an excellent devotional
guide which can be accomplished in 30 days (as the writer suggests) or at your own speed if you
prefer to save out the time you spend in devotional study.The format of the book alternates between
one day of suggested tasks and prayers to the next day of coloring. That amounts to fifteen days
each of both formats. Each day is prefaced with cited verse of Scripture and the task/coloring
relates back to that verse.Each day has a page of verse and then the author shares her personal
thoughts and experiences which relate to the verse. Then, you either follow the tasks or color the
design depending on which day it is.I found the course of study to be of immense personal use for
me. It seemed as if the entire book had been geared towards the issues I have been facing. The
stories that the author tells are heartfelt and the suggested tasks are ones that, while I found a bit
emotionally challenging, were ultimate rewarding for me.The coloring was just a small part of this
book and the designs are geared to and highlight the Bible verse. Each of the drawings can be
accomplished in a day.For coloring purposes, the paper in this book is white, thin, slightly rough and
non-perforated. Alcohol and water-based markers bleed through. Gel pens and India ink leave
shadows of color on the back of the back. Colored pencils work well (both oil and wax based) but
hard lead pencils can leave dents. I use a blotter page under the page I am working on (both
coloring and using a pen for writing) to keep ink and dents from marring the pages below.

I was eagerly anticipating the arrival of this book. When it arrived though I was disappointed. As the
book is marketed as a coloring book devotional I was expecting more pages for coloring. There
were only a few pages for coloring. If it was advertised as a devotional with a few coloring pages I
don't think I would have been as disappointed. I just thought I was ordering something with more
coloring as it was supposed to be a "coloring book" devotional.

I love this 30 day devotional (it actually is laid out for 32 days)! It has about 17 illustrations you can
color that are varied and each one is a nice design. The designs are just complex enough to take a
few minutes to color, but not eat up an hour. Each design relates to the devotional on the previous
page, so you can stay focused on the devotion. I like that the coloring pages are separate from the
devotion because you can give your coloring page to someone and not lose your devotion, if you
choose to share. I like writing an encouraging note on the coloring pages and then giving that page
to someone. For the pages I choose to keep to myself, I like to write a prayer on the coloring page.
The days without a coloring page provide nice lines to write your devotional responses and prayers.
In the very back they have inserted lined pages for notes. Each day has a page with the verse for
the devotional and you can add illustrations of your own if you desire on this page (the devotion is
on the back of this page). I use Sharpies to color most often and have noticed they bleed through
just a bit. Overall, I would say this devotional was thought about a great deal based on the way it is
laid out and the way they anticipated people would use it. I really enjoy using it and will be sad when
it is finished.

This is a wonderful devotional. The drawings are beautiful and the whole thing is very inspiring! I'm
going to have to share this with a few friends! I think that anyone who is looking for some clarity
would greatly enjoy using this devotional/coloring book!

So beautifully written. I look forward to each daily devotional

I bought two books - one for me and one for my 13 year old daughter - to use as devotional
together. We loved that we could be creative in our own way on the coloring pages.The devotionals
are inspiring. Jordan did a great job writing them. They are short enough that you can get through
them quickly, yet they are very thought provoking.Well worth purchasing!

This is truly an awesome book. I really did not expect such rich content. I ordered this as a gift for
my wife who enjoys her quiet time every morning. But after reading through it for myself, it made me
realize how simple spending time with God can be and how much we can complicate things on our
own.I especially love the slots for prayers, this way I'll be able to look back on all the answered
prayers God has granted. Really Cool and Great Gift.

Love this devotional book! I know some people complained that it wasn't all coloring pages-and yes

that is correct, but I have to admit I do not mind because it has a mix of coloring and writing
response. I like that they do both. So if you like to write and color-This would work perfectly. I like
love devotionals-they are very encouraging and scripture base. Highly recommend!
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